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The 11-chapter Journal  presents 

up-to-date maritime news both  
locally and globally. Page layout  
permits the presentation of four 

category information.  
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section shows facts and figures 
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    Ways to Cushion against New Economic Virus 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the dilemma of Coronavirus unfolded in China last December and spread to reach  

almost all parts of the world ( including Egypt which were hit by the virus in med February 
2020), all economic equations have proved more inconsistent and ambivalent than during  

other crises of this century, like the world economic crisis 2008/9. 
 

Some experts believe this dilemma is akin to the Great Depression that hit the globe in the 

thirties of last century. 

 

In Fact, there are some differences that set the current problem apart from last century‟s  

situation. In addition, should the world at  large handle Covid-19 repercussions correctly, we 
have to comprehend its dimensions in a proper way. 
 

Coronavirus is originally of a hygienic NOT economic nature. More accurately, it is more of a 
health-related issue that produced  economic problems which in turn  evolved into  

a  stalemate. It‟s also of a comprehensive NOT sectorial impact, as all economic sectors in all 
countries of the world are suffering its blows. 
 

Viewed from this perspective, the bill of losses will be quite heavy both today and tomorrow. 
At present, items of the bill are outspokenly tight but the future could bring about even 
tougher losses. 
 

So, the question is how  the Egyptian economy can minimize level of potential losses. Though, 
over the last three months, several sectors have been severely impacted by the coronavirus 
spread, Egyptian economy has so far maintained satisfactory credit classifications and a rather 
stable future outlook due to a number of reasons. 
 

Lower oil prices have positively and directly reflected in National Budget. Also the versatile  

components of the Egyptian economy have helped mitigate adverse impacts  of Corona on 

macroeconomic level, whereas oil-producing countries or undiversified economies have  

suffered most. 
  
The Egyptian pound is still holding a firm ground against foreign currencies. When  review-

ing past dollarization experiences, same as occurred before Egyptian pound floating in 2004 

and 2016, we will discover  problems which led to floating were on the rise because of  

Editor’s 
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 excessive pressure on the pound. These  pressures ultimately generated the pound‟s quick  

collapse versus the dollar. 
  
Afterwards, the Egyptian pound had to stride thorny walks towards floating which in turn 

opened the door for applying key structural reforms .The Egyptian economy has digested   

these reforms well  and become partially able to handle the current crisis. 
  
So, the most significant curve is how to keep the pound strong against the dollar in light of 

fair and free market criteria. This is vital to ensure that the bill of economic losses will not go-

ing to be heavier. If not, it  may double intolerably. 

Based on the above, Egypt can benefit from this global situation by scaling down import  

invoice. This can be done by developing local manufacturing bases, controlling supply chains 

related to these bases, restructuring of local components towards objective integration on all 

aspects and providing the constitutional environment to guarantee successful adoption of not 

only  minimized import invoice, but establishing  reliable domestic systems for later stages as 

well. 
 
 
Certainly, government efforts to attract foreign funds , adopt CIB monetary policies and tools 
of  Ministry of Finance, are all key factors to protect the economy  from the ghost of  
dollarization  and encircle repercussions of any global economic crisis in the future while 

maintain reasonable economic growth ratios compared to other countries of the region and the 

world in general 

Great Depression 

Worldwide economic downturn that began in 1929 and lasted until about 1939. It was the long-

est and most severe depression ever experienced by the industrialized Western world, sparking 

fundamental changes in economic institutions, macroeconomic policy, and economic theory.  
 
Although it originated in the United States, the Great Depression caused drastic declines in  

output, severe unemployment, and acute deflation in almost every country of the world. Its  

social and cultural effects were no less staggering, especially in the United States, where the 

Great Depression represented the harshest adversity faced by Americans since the Civil War.  

Floating of the Egyptian Pound  

In 3 November 2016 The Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) decided to free Egyptian pound exchange 

rate against foreign currencies according to supply and demand mechanisms. A wave of  

successive drops in value followed from  14.65  pounds to levels higher than 19.5 pound to sell  

(weakest point in December 2016). The pound retreated 9.8 percent  from 3 November 2016 to 31 

October 2019. 
 
However, exchange rate for the pound stabilized in 2018 between 17.6 pounds (start of the year) 

and 17.97 pounds in April 2018 when emerging markets crisis began. 

Historical levels of increase reached in 2019 (the highest ever in 31 months) due to interest  cut 

down, and economic performance rebound. According to CBE ,The pound rose 9.95 percent  at 

year start  to 16.07 pounds to buy and 16.2  pounds to sell. 

Ministry of Finance has fixed the pound exchange rate at 17.46 pounds in F/Y 2019-2020 budget . 
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Turkish Ports: Total Handling Down Over 9% In April 2020 

May 10, 2020  

Total cargo handling at Turkish ports in April 2020 

totaled 39.33 million tons, down 3.95 million tons 

on March 2020, a fall of 9.1% and the first sign of 

the Covid-19 coronavirus impact. Import and  

exports recorded 28.83 million (32.15 million;  

-10.3%), cabotage 3.94 million (5.21 million; -24.3%), 

and transit 6.54 million tons (5.9 million; +9.12%).  

Tons 

More delays for the Russian Industrial Zone near Egypt’s 

Port Said  

May 12, 2020 

Moscow is expecting to sign the developer contract 

for the Russian Industrial Zone (RIZ) near Egypt‟s 

Port Said by mid-2020, a delay of more than a year 

from the original plan, but also without  

a guarantee that the project‟s work will start this 

Month 

2020   

Total  

Import/Export 

Total  

Cabotage 

Total  

Transit 

Total  

Handling 

January 32.956.398 4.569.147 6.149.632 43.675.177 

February 29.507.308 5.131.232 6.378.070 41.016.610 

March 32.159.263 5.217.802 5.906.803 43.283.868 

April 28.839.873 3.949.655 6.543.275 39.332.803 

Total 123.462.842 18.867.836 24.977.780 167.308.458 

 

"The first 

half of 

2020 could 

see a 25% 

fall in 

global 

shipping” 

 

 Alan 

Murphy, 

chief 

executive of 

analysts Sea-

Intelligence 

Global 

Highlights 

Facts &  Figures Five tunnels below Suez Canal have been built to connect mainland Egypt to Sinai 

Peninsula and the Suez Canal Economic Zone. A network of tunnels and bridges will make the movement of 

people and goods easier, attracting more investors to the promising area. Also, five bridges have been  

constructed above the Suez Canal, crossing over to Sinai to facilitate the transportation of goods between 

the cities east west of the canal. M
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DPA News 15 January, 2020 Damietta Port Chairman Participates in FZ BOD Meeting  Admiral Walid 

Awad, Chairman of Damietta Port Authority, participated in the 68th meeting of Free Zone Board of 

Directors headed by Dr. Manal Awad, Damietta Governor, and members of the zone board of directors. 

The minutes of the last meeting were approved and requests passed  for a number of projects.= 
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 year. 
 

Russia‟s Export Center and the Egypt‟s Ministry of Industry and Trade 

are currently looking for potential concessionaires and investors for the  

industrial zone, claiming that over 30 letters of Intent (LoI) have been 

signed already with companies interested in the project. But the two 

sides are still trying to agree on the technical and economical  

parameters of the RIZ operation.  
  
Moscow and Cairo signed the agreement for the creation of the Russian 

Industrial Zone in the Suez Canal Economic Zone, a tax-free area and 

trade hub meant to attract foreign investment, in May 2018. But since 

then, and for political reasons, Russia has been distracted from the RIZ. 

 

Moscow's involvement in both Syria and Libya to establish key logistic 

and technical bases in ports of Tartus (Syria) and Tubruq (Libya) has 

provoked western sanction against the Russian bear.  
 
Suez RIZ, on an area of 5.25 million m², will be built in three phases. 

Under the first phase, a total of 1 million m² will be developed by an as 

yet, unnamed Russian company which will also work on attracting 

Russian investors. This phase is expected to open 7,300 jobs. Suez,  

Ismailia and Port Said are the three cities overlooking and split by the 

Suez Canal, and they benefit vastly from the strategic waterway. 

 

Egypt’s Port of Alexandria expands to speed-up Cargo  

Processing 

May 15, 2020  

Egypt‟s largest port, Alexandria, is in the middle of 

an ambitious upgrade and expansion program that 

will improve ships and cargo handling and reduce 

the delays, currently costing the port some €1.8  

million in fines.In two years' time, the port is 

expected to complete new mooring and docking  

Sea 

Intelligence: 

"Ports and 

terminals 

could 

“potentially 

be looking at 

a loss of 80 

mn TEU of 

handling 

volume.”  

“Global 

shipping is 

experiencing 

losses of 

around USD 

350 mn per 

week" 

Facts &  Figures The Port of Alexandria is on the west end of the Nile Delta between the Mediterranean Sea 

and Mariut Lake in Alexandria. It has two harbors (East and West) separated by a T-shaped peninsula. The 

East harbor is shallow and is not navigable by large vessels. The West harbor is used for commercial  

shipping. The harbor is formed by two converging breakwaters. 
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= FZ BOD discussed obstacles facing the implementation of projects and ways to handle them. 

Damietta Port Authority is keen on community involvements with all the companies and entities 

operating in the port community.  
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facilities, an EGP 840 mn (€49.5 mn) cargo truck overpass and an EGP 

460 mn (€27.1 mn) multi-storey  garage. The port‟s development is  

forecasted to cost EGP 6 bn of which EGP 5.1 bn will be spent on  

construction work, Transport Minister Kamel El Wazir said. Some 30 

ships are forced to wait every day to dock in the port . 
  
Egypt has a total of 15 commercial ports along the Mediterranean and 

Red Sea coasts. Alexandria port, controlled by the Alexandria Port  

Authority, is the country‟s largest and handles over 50% of Egypt‟s  

international trade.  
 
Alexandria‟s various harbors handle over three quarters of Egypt‟s  

foreign trade, with nearly 80% of the country‟s imports and exports  

passing through the city. 157 million tons of cargo passes through the 

port every year. 
  
The new projects also include the construction by the end of 2021 of a 

multi-purpose station on quays number 55 and 62 at a cost of EGP 6 bn 

(€353.2 mn) which includes EGP 1 bn (€58.9 mn) for procurement of 

equipment. The station and the quays will be ready to receive large  

cargo ships in the first quarter of 2022. 
 
The construction works for Quay 85/3 with (433 meters long), which 

costs EGP 390.6 mn (€23 mn), will be completed by the end of 2020. It 

will handle timber and general cargo, and has a backyard of 35,000 m². 

 

Morocco Reports 6.9% Rise In Port Traffic In Jan-Apr 2020; 

4.9% In April 

May 17, 2020  

Traffic passing through the ports managed by  

Morocco‟s Agence Nationale des Ports (ANP) was 

 reported at 31.3 million tons in the current year to 

April 2020, an increase of 6.9%. In April 2020 alone,  

 

"Global 

shipping can 

expect to see 

a decline of 

around 17 

mn (TEUs) 

(industry-

speak for 

containers) 

which 

amounts to 

around 10% 

of global 

volumes". 

Sea-

Intelligence 

CEO Lars 

Jensen. 
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Facts &  Figures  Ports Sector in Morocco comprises 13 ports opened for foreign trade, 10 ports for open sea 

fishing ,9 ports for domestic fishing and 6 cruise and recreation ports. Overall port throughput is 92 mn 

tons. During last 10 years, 3 bn dirhams  were spent as annual investments to rehabilitate port sector. In   

return, trade flows have been recording a 6 percent increase per annum. 

DPA News 28 January, 2020 Lloyd's Register conducts an internal Quality review of Damietta Port 

Authority Lloyd's Register conducted a follow-up visit to check the Port continued compliance with 

quality certificates (ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 14001: 2015 and OHSAS 18001: 2007). The port received a rep-

resentative from the Lloyd's company, one of the largest specialized international supervisory = 
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Globally, the 

main cargo 

source is China. 

Its new Silk 

Road (part of 

the Belt and 

Road  

initiative also 

known as One 

Belt, One Road, 

or OBOR) is a 

Chinese  

economic  

strategy to seek 

better  

access for  

Chinese-made 

products in  

European  

markets.  

ports activity saw an increase of  4.9% compared to the same month of 

the past year, amounting to 7.8 million tons .Imports increased 6.3% to 

19.4 million tons, including cereal imports (+38%), coal (+7.1%) and 

livestock feed (+46.1%). Exports registered an 8.4% increase to 10.8  

million tons, largely due the strong rebound in fertilizer traffic (+63%) 

and crude phosphate (+6.8%).Cabotage was up 1.6% to 1 million tons, 

due to hydrocarbon traffic uptick (+14.6%). 

 

French ports lag behind European Competitors 

June 15, 2020 

French ports lag significantly behind their Spanish 

and Italian counterparts in gross weight of seaborne 

goods handled as well as in the transport of  

containers (TEUs), despite France having a much 

larger economy.  

 

The latest available data from the EU statistical office Eurostat shows 

that in the third quarter of 2019 (Q3, 2019) Spain‟s ports handled 126.4 

million tons of cargo versus 74.4 million tons by the French  

equivalents. Italy‟s ports processed 125.8 million tons.  
 
This data should be viewed on the background of two simple 

 indicators – gross domestic product (GDP) and population. France 

GDP in 2019 was €2.35 trillion (population 60 million people); Italy has 

a GDP of €1.75 trillion (60.4 million people); Spain has a GDP of €1.2 

trillion (47.3 million people).  
 
In container transportation, there is no French port in the top six EU 

ports in the Mediterranean for 2019 (total container throughput in 1,000 

TEUs and percentage change from 2018): Valencia (Spain) 5,441 (5%); 

Algeciras (Spain) 5,120 (7.3%); Barcelona (Spain) 3,324 (-2.9%);  

Marsaxlokk (Malta) 2,720  (- 17.8%); Genoa Italy) 2,635 (1%); and Gioia  

Facts &  Figures At the end of last century, Mediterranean ports were recognized for labor conflicts, low 

productivity, poorly functioning railways, slow and bureaucratic custom and control services, high costs, 

lack of reliability and excessive state interference in the business. But in the 21st century, these ports have 

achieved greater independence from the governments, which led to more efficient management and a more 

aggressive commercial policy. 
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= bodies granting quality certificates, on an inter-review visit of the three certificates. Over three days, 

the reviewer inspected all port activities, tested the efficiency of departmental specialists in dealing 

with various situations, measured the extent of compatibility with the three systems, the extent to 

which the quality system was activated and the impact on customer satisfaction.  
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China‟s Silk 

Road Initiative 

includes  

acquiring stakes 

in ports and 

other transport 

facilities, and 

cooperation 

agreements 

with countries 

along the Silk 

Road routes to 

enhance  

Tauro (Italy) 2,523 (8.4%). A very large part of the growth in the  

Mediterranean ports‟ cargo volumes is related to the transshipment 

business: Algeciras, for example, is an almost pure transshipment hub, 

while Valencia and Barcelona combine transshipment flows with  

gateway cargo to the (mainly Spanish) hinterland.  
 
 
French ports are not so successful in the transshipment business. They 

also were slower in increasing capacity, adopting advanced technology 

and state of the art information systems. In the last two decades, global 

container transport, particularly container transport from Asia to  

Europe, has increased dramatically with the majority of containers 

transported via the expanded Suez Canal.  

Gross weight of handled Cargo in EU ports (quarterly in million tons) 

Competition for these containers between European container ports is 

fierce due to the ease of handling containers at ports and the associated 

hinterland transport. It seems the French ports missed this trend and  

Country Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 

 2018 2018 2019 2019 2019 
Spain 124.8 126.8 123.2 127.1 126.4 

Italy 129.9 123.2 107.4 146.5 125.8 

France 77.1 77.1 76.3 75 74.4 

Greece 44.3 43.3 41.5 46.1 45.8 

Portugal 23.7 21.4 22.1 21.6 20.6 

Romania 14.4 12.6 11.5 12.4 14.3 

Bulgaria 8.8 7.4 7.2 7 8.7 

Slovenia 5.6 6.2 5.8 5.8 5.7 

Croatia 5.2 5.3 4.3 4.8 4.7 

Cyprus 1.9 1.8 2 1.8 1.9 

Malta 0.8 0.9 0.7 1.2 1.0 

Montenegro (non 
EU) 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 

Facts &  Figures Ever-increasing maritime transport containerization has transformed the nature of the 

competition between ports, encouraging intermodality. Large shippers tend to reduce port container calls 

in long-distance trips to take advantage to economies of scale in sailing huge ships. These two factors work 

in favor of ports specialized in transshipment, leading to the establishment of Algeciras and Gioia Tauro as 

maritime cargo hubs in the West Mediterranean and Marsaxlokk, Malta, in the East Mediterranean. M
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DPA News  6 February ,2020 Crew of the Chinese Ship YANGZE 7 quarantined at Damietta Port  DPA 

decided to quarantine the crew of the Chinese ship YANGZE7 coming from Hong Kong  carrying 

45000 tons of steel, as part of national efforts to prevent Corona Virus from entering Egypt. Necessary 

quarantine measures were taken .All crew members were tested and proved negative to Corona Virus. 

The vessel then was allowed to proceed with cargo discharging. 
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now have to play the difficult game of catch up. Chinese state-owned 

enterprises COSCO Shipping Ports and China Merchants Port Hold-

ings acquired stakes in the French ports of Le Havre, Nantes, Marseille, 

but this did not lead to explosive growth in their seaborne goods  

handles cargo handling operations (as it happened with Greek  

Piraeus). 

 

Maersk forms coalition to produce sustainable fuels 

May 26, 2020  

A.P. Moeller-Maersk (Maersk) has struck an agree-

ment with DSV Panalpina, DFDS, SAS and Ørsted 

to develop and utilize hydrogen as a fuel 

 throughout the supply chain.  
 
In a statement, Maersk, the largest container ship-

ping line in the world by market share, said the 

partners‟ goal was to build a “ground-breaking hydrogen and e-fuel 

production facility”.  
 
The objective is to have the production operational by 2023 and full-

scaled up by 2030, producing in excess of 250,000 tons of sustainable 

fuel for vessels, lorries, aeroplanes every year, making it the biggest 

facility of its kind in the world.  
 
Production would potentially be based on a total electrolyser capacity 

of 1.3 gig watts, which would likely make it one of the world‟s largest 

facilities of its kind. The production from the fully scaled facility can 

reduce annual carbon emissions by 850,000 tons.  
 
If realized as envisaged, the project will be located in the Greater  

Copenhagen Area and could supply renewable hydrogen for zero-

emission busses tendered by Movia and heavy-duty trucks managed by 

DSV Panalpina, renewable methanol for Maersk vessels and renewable 

jet fuel (e-kerosene) for SAS airplanes and air transport out of  

“Decarboniz-

ing the 

transport  

sector is  

a significant 

and complex 

task that  

requires  

collaborative 

contributions 

from every  

company,  

organization, 

and country“ 

 

Søren Skou, 

CEO, A.P. 

Moller – 

Maersk 
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Facts &  Figures Maersk Line is the world’s largest container ship operator. A unit of the A.P. Moller-

Maersk Group, it is based in Copenhagen, Denmark, and has offices around the world. A.P. Moller-Maersk’s 

container shipping subsidiaries — Maersk Line, Safmarine, MCC-Transport, Seago Line and Mercosul 

Line — operate nearly 600 vessels with a total capacity of more than 2.6 million TEUs. Maersk operates the 

largest container ships in the world to date. including its fleet of Triple E vessels, above 18000 capacity each 

 DPA News   Feb 18, 2020 New Damietta and Tatheer 4 join DPA’s Marine Services Fleet  DPA has 

acquired two new marine units. the new pilot ship  (New Damietta) and anti-pollution boat (Tatheer 

4).New Damietta is 15.30 m long, 5.20 m wide and  a draft of  1.35 m. , 2 motors , 400 hp cap. each, a 

speed of 20 knots and a load cap. of 18 tons. Tatheer 4, is 17 m long, 5 m wide and a draft of  1.7 m. , 2 

engines of 400 hp each, speed 12 knots ,with oil collection tanks, 8 tons cap. a deck load of 3 tons = 
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Copenhagen Airports.  
 
The project will require a large-scale supply of renewable electricity,  

which could potentially come from offshore wind power produced at 

Rønne Banke off the island of Bornholm. 

Webinar: COVID-19 could accelerate adoption of  

electronic Bill of Lading 

May 28 2020,  

The webinar, arranged by Port Technology  

International (PTI) is an examination of the end-to-

end supply chain and the real value of port  

digitization, and this time tackled the biggest macro 

and technologically issues the maritime industry is 

facing. 

It focused largely on what ports can do to bridge the gap between  

different supply chain stakeholders and the potential of port  

community systems, as well as the lasting effects of the COVID-19  

pandemic. 
 
Martin Thijsen, Digital Strategy, Port of Rotterdam, claimed that the 

COVID-19 pandemic could mean faster adoption of an electronic Bill 

of Lading due to the necessity to clear the increasing backlog of goods 

in ports around the world. 

“There have been multiple tries but COVID-19 will accelerate it,” 

Thijsen said. “Right now we see goods cannot be released because the 

paper bill of lading is not there due to border restrictions and people 

cannot physically stamp the document. 

On an  

e-B/L “The 

question is 

„how can we 

make this 

title transfer 

legally 

binding 

digitally‟.  

That is the 

discussion we 

need,” 

 

 Martin Thijsen, 

Digital 

Strategy, 

 Port of 

Rotterdam . 

“ This need for a new way of working and thinking is essential if ports are going to 

remain competitive in the world. While they will remain in their traditional role as 

facilitators of trade, the main asset will switch from hard infrastructure to digital, or 

soft infrastructure” Martin Thijsen, Digital Strategy, Port of Rotterdam  

Facts &  Figures Essentially, port digitization means placing the port at the center of a wider digital 

ecosystem, where all systems around the world are connected and can communicate with one another. 

When done properly, this can increase visibility and help ports and all supply chain stakeholders collaborate 

and cut waste. M
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= afore oil skimmer, rubber fenders and relevant facilities. Both units were built by the Egyptian Ship 

Repairs and Building  Company.   
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Robert Hambleton, Managing Director, SOCAR Terminal touched upon 

the importance of  leadership in the „Changing world of Supply Chain 

Digitization‟, because the proposed new ecosystem is “significantly 

more complicated” than the traditional linear model”. 

The supply chain, essentially, the movement of goods from point to 

point, is heavily affected by major macro-economic issues, such as the 

COVID-19 pandemic and the need for greater distribution of wealth.  

Key factors for success are : importance of leadership being ready to 

change to digitization, powerful environment by forming a working 

group gathering all parties concerned. 

One of the biggest steps forward will be that ports will have to provide 

“digital services as an infrastructure” but ports can only do this with 

other ports. So, the supply chain needs a “network of smart connected 

ports”. 

Collaboration between DP World and the TradeLens   

Platform 

May 28, 2020,  

DP World, a leading enabler of global trade, has 

completed the early stages of integration with 

TradeLens a blockchain-based digital container  

logistics platform, jointly developed by A.P. Moller – 

Maersk (Maersk) and IBM. 

 

DP World wants to connect its 82 marine and inland container  

terminals, as well as feeder companies and logistics divisions with 

TradeLens. In 2019 DP World‟s terminals handled 71.2 million TEU  

containers from around 70,000 vessels. 
 
For DP World the data from its integration with TradeLens will improve 

operational efficiency with earlier visibility of container flows across 

multiple carriers. 

The 

broadened 

geographic 

scope of the 

platform 

provides new 

opportunities 

for TradeLens 

ecosystem 

participants to 

innovate and 

develop 

digital 

offerings on 

the platform,” 

 Vincent Clerc, 

CEO of , A.P. 

Moller – Maersk. 

 

Facts &  Figures TradeLens, launched in October 2018, is designed to bring together data from the entire 

global supply chain ecosystem including shippers, port operators and shipping lines. In addition, it has the 

stated aims to modernize manual and paper-based documents, replacing them with blockchain enabled   

digital  solutions. It is a business model which offers an open and neutral platform to spur collaboration and 

digitization between all parties in the supply chain ecosystem. M
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DPA News 11 March, 2020 DPA organizes a symposium on the Coronavirus DPA Occupational Safe-

ty and Health Administration, in cooperation with the Port’s Quarantine Administration, organized a 

symposium on the coronavirus to raise awareness on the precautionary measures set by the port au-

thority for all workers to follow. Central departments heads, general managers, and a large number = 
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Such visibility includes confirmation of the transport modality that  

follows the port stay for each container, which in heavy transshipment 

or rail ports enable better yard planning. It will also expand the  

capabilities of DP World‟s digital platforms created to move online the 

management of logistics. 

 
The DF Alliance, SeaRates, LandRates and AirRates enable shippers to 

move cargo to and from anywhere at the click of a mouse, across DP 

World‟s network and beyond. 

Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Group Chairman and Chief Executive  

Office of DP World said: “Our decision to team up with TradeLens is 
driven by our vision for intelligent logistics, reducing costs and  

creating value. 

“Modernizing the processes by which logistics operate is critical to 

building more robust and more efficient supply chains which will help 

economic development and generate more prosperity.” 

DP World has already connected Cochin Port (India) with the 

TradeLens platform via API technology. Plans to collaborate with other 

DP World business units, including the feeder line  Unifeeder, have 

also been initiated.  

 

With 4 of the 

5 largest 

global port 

operators 

actively 

engaged with 

TradeLens, the 

coverage of 

the ecosystem 

continues to 

expand 

rapidly,” 

 

 Mike White, 

CEO GTD 

Solutions and 

Head of 

TradeLens. 
 

Facts &  Figures TradeLens, according to Maersk, provides visibility across the entire supply chain, from 

booking to clearance to payments and is built on a wealth of input from the industry including direct  

integrations with more than 110 ports and terminals, customs authorities around the world and an  

increasing number of intermodal providers. 
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Port Technology International, Ports Europe, Al-Shark Al- Awsat 

12 

= of employees attended the event. In the symposium, the director of Port Quarantine spoke about the 

virus, its symptoms, and protective measures to prevent it. He also explained how vessels should re-

act in case someone on board is found ill and what measures to take. 
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According to 

Turkish media, 

in the past 10 

years, six out 

of 10 of the 

world‟s largest 

projects were 

undertaken in 

Turkey.  

Canal Istanbul 

would be one 

of the largest 

construction 

projects of the 

decade 

globally. 

Canal Istanbul – One of The Largest Construction Projects 

In The World For A Decade  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction works for Canal (Channel, Kanal) Istanbul project, 

linking the Black Sea and the Sea of Marmara (and the Mediterranean 

Sea), north and south of Istanbul, was expected to start by the end of 

2019, according to Turkish media, but there was no official confirmation 

from the government. 

The 45 km (nearly 28 miles) canal, an artificial sea-level waterway, will 

be built in Istanbul‟s Kucukcekmece-Sazlidere-Durusu corridor. It is 

projected to have a capacity of 160 vessel transits a day – similar to the 

current volume of traffic through the Bosphorus, where traffic  

congestion leaves ships queuing for days off to transit the strait. 
 
The new channel will not be subject to the international treaty, the 

Montreux Convention from 1936, that limits the access of warships to 

Black Sea, considered by Russia as its strategic backyard. The Turkish 

strait is a natural passage, where ships have freedom of navigation. 

However, transit through the man-made Canal Istanbul would be  

regulated by Turkey. 
 
Non-Black Sea state warships in the straits must be lighter than 15,000 

tonnes, and no more than nine non-Black Sea state warships may pass  

Facts &  Figures Some 43,000 vessels crossed the Bosphorus, one of the most strategic waterways of the 

world, in 2017 (that number has decreased in the past decade), making it one of the busiest maritime  

passages in the planet.  

Analysis 
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DPA News  25 March 2020 Damietta port takes Protective measures to cushion against Corona virus 

According to clear directives from rear admiral waled awad DPA Chairman, port officials are working 

hard to keep the port as immune and safe as ever. Sterilization extends to every part in the port in-

cluding facilities, buildings and utilities to tackle any potential Corona virus attack. 
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The 

justification 

behind this 

hugely 

expensive 

project, which 

will 

permanently 

alter the 

geography 

and urban 

spread of one 

of the largest 

cities on Earth, 

is firstly based 

on trade  

at any one time and they can stay in the Black Sea for a maximum of 21 

days. 

The Turkish straits, including the Dardanelles, the Bosphorus and the 

Marmara Sea, connect the Mediterranean and Aegean Seas to the Black 

Sea states of Russia, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania and Georgia. Canal 

Istanbul will run parallel to these straits. 

Russia is keen to limit the rights of passage of navy ships in its Black 

Sea territorial waters and does not want to change the status of the 

Montreux Convention. Maritime powers, the U.S., the UK and NATO 

(North Atlantic Treaty Organization), advocate strongly for freedom of 

navigation. For Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoga, the new canal 

is his “crazy project”. 

The Canal Istanbul route would start from Kucukcekmece Lake, which 

is located between Istanbul‟s districts of Esenyurt and Avcilar on the 

European side of the city, and will continue to the north passing  

Istanbul‟s Sazlidere Dam and will reach the Black Sea from the east of 

Terkos Dam. The width of the canal will change from 250 meters to 1 

km allowing maneuvering space for ships. 
 
The total cost of Canal Istanbul is expected to be over $20 billion. It is 

scheduled for completion in 2023, for the 100th anniversary of the  

foundation of the Turkish Republic. The government is expecting to 

generate $8 billion in revenue per year from Canal Istanbul, thanks in 

part to a service fee for transits. 
 
Canal Istanbul project includes also construction of ports (large  

container terminal in the Black Sea, close to the huge new Istanbul  

airport), logistic centers and artificial islands to be integrated with the 

canal. The artificial islands will be built using soil dug for the canal.  
 
The Halkali-Kapikule high-speed train, TCDD train projects as well as 

Yenikapi-Sefakoy-Beylikduzu and Mahmutbey-Esenyurt metro lines in  

Facts &  Figures Here is a comparison of the new project with the two most famous man-made waterways 

in the world: Canal Istanbul (width 150 m; length 50 km, beam max 77.5 m); Panama Canal (width 62.5 m; 

length 80 km; beam 51.2 m); Suez Canal (width 205 m; length 193 km; beam 51.2 m .(  
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DPA News  3 April, 2020 DPA Officials join the 20% Fund  Initiative R. Admiral Walid Awad, DPA 

Chairman and all the port authority directors have donated 20% of their net salary to Tahya Misr (Long 

Live Egypt) Fund for the next three months . This donation is in line with the measures taken recently 

by the government to handle coronavirus repercussions on the social and economic life in Egypt =  
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Istanbul and the D-100 highway crossing, Tem highway, Sazlibosna 

highways are also to be integrated with the canal project. 
 
Financing the canal is expected to be via a build-operate-transfer  

model, but could also be funded through public-private partnerships 

(PPP). 
 
Erdogan said previously that the first initiative of his government after 

winning parliamentary elections (on June 24, 2018) would be the  

construction of Canal Istanbul which will reduce shipping traffic,  

particularly oil tanker traffic, passing through the busy Bosphorus 

Strait. The mega project would include three underwater tunnels for 

cars.  
 
Project studies have already been completed and construction is 

expected to start before the end of 2019. Approximately 7 km of the  

canal route will be located within the boundaries of Küçükçekmece, 

some 3.1 km within the boundaries of Avcılar, approximately 6.5 km 

within the borders of Başakşehir and the remaining 28.6 km will be 

within the borders of Arnavutköy District. 

Supporters hope that Canal İstanbul will relieve shipping traffic from 

the already congested Bosphorus, increasing capacity for shipping to 

and from the Black Sea. 

Approximately 1.5 billion m³ of earth will be excavated and more than 

115 million m³ of material will come from the sea and bottom  

screening. Environmentalists caution that because the Marmara Sea 

more salty than the Black Sea, a change in the salinity once they are 

joined could alter sea currents and temperatures, destroying marine life 

as a result.  
 
The project will increase oxygen levels in the Black Sea, impacting the 

wildlife population and the natural ecosystem so vital for marine 

 animals. Port Technology International 

Facts &  Figures Montreux Convention, (1936) agreement concerning the Dardanelles strait. In response 

to Turkey’s request to refortify the area, the signers of the Treaty of Lausanne and others met in Montreux, 

Switz., and agreed to return the zone to Turkish military control. The convention allowed Turkey to close 

the straits to all warships when it was at war and to permit merchant ships free passage.  
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= DPA is always keen to pursue its effective community involvement and support for government pro-

cedures to mitigate economic damages to informal workers due to COVID-19 spread.    
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So far, no blank 

sailings have 

been  

announced for 

the 3rd Q  yet,  

although  

analysts  

speculate that 

capacity  

withdrawal is  

expected to 

grow once more 

as it appears 

unlikely that 

demand will  

revert back to 

normal from  

July. 

Will Emergency Measures save the World Economy and 

International Trade?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Global Container Throughput 

Based on IMF alternative GDP scenarios, Drewry depicted world port 

handling forecast. According to the British researchers, economic  

damage is skewed towards western countries, but most regions will 

face reduced container volumes.  
 
The pandemic has exposed the fragility of the supply chain and the 

strength of recovery will depend on economic rescue packages and  

consumer confidence. As a result, the global container handling market 

could sink by 12% this year and a further 6% next year. 
 
In the first quarter of this year, while the overall cargo throughput of 

major Chinese coastal ports declined 3.5%,, container volumes at the 

eight major Chinese hub ports declined 8.9% year-on-year. According 

to the statistics released by China Ports & Harbors Association, in fact, 

the eight major Chinese ports reached a throughput of 37.63 million 

TEU container in Q1. 

Container shipping market 

Container lines‟ capacity appears to have stabilized after blanking 

more than 500 sailings since the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic,  

with only a few new cancellations announced. According to Sea  

 

Shipping 

Logistics 
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Facts &  Figures Leading players of Container Shipping Market: CMA CGM, Hamburg Sud, China Shipping, 

Orient Overseas Container Line, Hapag-Lloyd, Hanjin Shipping, APM-Maersk, COSCO Container Lines, 

Mitsui O.S.K Lines, Evergreen Line, NYK Line, Mediterranean Shipping and APL. 

DPA News 14 May 2020  Damietta Port Authority Joins Online Workshops on Shipping Industry after 

Covid 19 In an unprecedented move, Damietta Port Authority has joined the first of a series of online 

debates on maritime and shipping industry future after Covid 19 pandemic. Rear Admiral Waled Awad 

DPA chairman and a number of DPA key officials exchanged  their opinions and views with experts = 
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With the IMF 

recently  

updating its 

outlook for the 

global economy  

revising  

a negative 3% 

recession for 

2020 to  

a deeper minus 

4%, demand for 

global container 

shipping is  

anticipated to 

take a hit. 

Intelligence analysis, deep-sea trades reported only seven additional 

blank sailings last week, and capacity actually increased slightly  

because of larger ships being deployed. 
 
The level of blanked capacity varies by trade lane, with the transpacific 

route seeing a 15%–25% reduction, while the Asia–Europe had just over 

25% of its capacity removed. Asia–east coast South America, mean-

while, has seen capacity reduced by half. But when corrected against 

the number of blankings that would take place in a normal year, the 

amount of capacity set to be removed after the second quarter of the 

year has tailed off. 

According to JOC, rapidly withdrawing capacity on east-west trades to 

prevent a rate collapse has been a highly successful strategy for carriers 

navigating the demand-crushing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID19) 

that shut down the major markets of Europe and North America. 

Despite rapidly weakening demand, the carriers have so far been able 

to sustain spot market rates at levels 25–40 percent above those of last 

year. As regards Far East-Europe routes, rates on China–North Europe 

were 14% higher last week and China-Mediterranean rates were 25% 

higher. Rates are decreasing only on the China–US East Coast, where 

they fell by 2.1%. Ports Europe  
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Facts &  Figures In terms of world trade, a previous projection of negative 11% for 2020 is now revised to 

negative 11.9%, with the 2021 rebound revised down from 8.4% to 8%.  

= from China, Italy and France on how the global maritime future would react to Covid 19 impacts. 

This novel online Zoom-based technique is  tailored by Maritime Training Institute (MTI) of Egypt’s 

Maritime Sector. More online debates are expected  on the same topic. 
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“Our 2018-2024 

investment  

program will 

enable us to 

consolidate the 

development 

and  

modernization 

of the port  

fabric in order 

to stimulate the 

socio-economic 

impact of the 

port on their 

hinterlands,” 

  

ANP Managing 

Director Nadia 

Laraki said. 

Morocco’s Ports opt for Energy Efficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today, the container terminal industry is under a great deal of pressure 

to meet economic and environmental standards. The industry’s levels of 

energy consumption and the resulting emissions are significant .  

 

In January2020, Morocco‟s ports authority (ANP) and the Moroccan 

Agency for sustainable energy (MASEN) signed a cooperation  

agreement to promote the use of renewable energies in Morocco‟s 

ports. The agreement would help the ANP tap into MASEN‟s  

experience to facilitate the transition of Morocco‟s ports to renewable 

energies and energy efficiency. 

Renewable Energy Strategy 

ANP manages 33 ports along the coasts of Morocco excluding Tangier 

Med. The government haw drawn up a strategy for renewable energy  

to reach 52% by 2030 while reducing  power consumption by 15 %  

through efficient use of power in all government run utilities. 

Morocco plans to create 150,000 jobs in the next decade out of energy  

Facts &  Figures Morocco is a leading country in the use of solar power hosting the largest concentrated 

solar power plant in its south-west. Built on an area of more than 3,000 hectares – the size of 3,500 football 

fields – The Noor Ouarzazate complex- produces enough electricity to power a city the size of Prague. The 

whole complex provides 580 megawatts thus saving the planet from over 760,000 tons of carbon emissions. 

Environment 
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DPA News  3 June 2020 DPA’s Key Recommendations during” Beyond COVID-19 Plague” webinar 

Series. This week, Damietta Port Authority (DPA) hasparticipated in the second COVID-19 webinar se-

ries organized by the Port Training Institute (PTI) of the Arab Academy for Science, Technology and 

Maritime Transport (AASTMT) under the theme (Management and Marketing of Port & Shipping = 
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Despite  

increasing  

energy  

consumption 

rates and costs, 

few energy  

efficiency 

measures or 

strategies are in 

place in today‟s 

ports and  

terminals.  

efficiency projects, the finance 

ministry said in an official  

document. 
 
The strategy provides for includ-

ing energy efficiency measures 

in construction, industry, 

transport, public lighting, agri-

culture and fisheries,  

The document stressed. It also 

aims at reducing the energy cost 

by 250 billion dirhams and cut-

ting greenhouse gas emissions 

by 125 million tons. 

The document recalls that  

energy efficiency measures were 

implemented in 500 mosques for 

a total cost of 6 million dirhams 

in the cities of Tangier, Marrakech, Oujda, Casablanca, Fez, Meknes, 

Sale and Agadir. 

ANP-AFD Agreement 

The Moroccan Ports Agency (ANP) and the French Development  

Agency (AFD) have reached a loan agreement of €10.8 million,  

associated with a technical assistance grant of €813,000. This new  

financial and technical assistance will help improve the competitive-

ness of the ports managed by the National Agency, increase their  

resilience to the effects of climate change and strengthen their urban  

integration. 

2018-2024 investment Program  

ANP hopes through this program to integrate all components of  

sustainable development including port land, the development of 

Facts &  Figures It is clear why Morocco has to expand its maritime sector. 95% of its foreign trade is done 

by sea and just 1% by air. Additionally, 97% of its international road transport trade, passes through the Port 

of Tanger Med at some point. 
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 = Services post the Pandemic) .Speakers, experts and specialists from China and Egypt participated in 

the discussions. In his working paper entitled (Damietta Port – post Covid -19) broad casted Online via 

the ZOOM program, DPA Chairman Admiral / Walid Awad, gave a presentation on the measures taken 

by DPA to cushion against the Corona Virus entry to the port and protective steps to tackle = 
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urban spaces and the creation of new wealth and employment  

generating activities. 
 
In this context, AFD Director in Morocco Mihoub Mezouaghi stressed 

that “this new program will aim to increase the resilience of port  

infrastructure and its adaptation to climate change through  

reinforcement of structures and the protection of port infrastructure 

against sea level rise, the implementation of a carbon balance  

mechanism to improve energy efficiency and the prevention of marine 

pollution to preserve the biodiversity of the aquatic environment.” 

Al-Shark AlAwsat 

Nouveau-port-de-Safi 

 

 

Ports of  

Morocco 

Development  

Strategy in the 

next 20 years 

aims to achieve 

national  

objectives with 

closely eyeing 

environment 

preservation by 

rehabilitating 

key ports.  

Facts &  Figures Morocco Port Strategy for next 20 years is based on the following seven axes: Improving 

innovation-driven performance ,buttressing  logistic performance, optimal evaluation of port infrastruc-

tures, seeking appropriate positioning in domestic ,regional and global areas, utilizing ports structured role, 

merging environment and urban goals into projects feasibility studies and adapting to long term changes. M
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=DPA also highlighted the necessity to diversify sources of port income by offering sound investment 

opportunities. DPA  joins in the series of (post COVID 19 pandemic) webinars to exchange experienc-

es with international partners and put forward the measures taken by the authority to tackle the ad-

verse impacts of Corona Virus on the maritime world. 
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Libya's main  

partners in 

2018 : 

 Italy, China, 

Spain, Germany 

and France 

(UNCTAD). 

 

Libyan Ports tuned for Military Purposes 

Conflict state label brings port revenues down 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Libya's economy, almost entirely dependent on oil and gas  

exports, has struggled since 2014 given security and political instability, 

disruptions in oil productions, and decline in  

global oil prices. It showed tremendous growth in 2017 (64%) amid  

improved political situation and security arrangements; however, 

 recovery slowed considerably in 2018 (17.9%).  

Head of Libyan Ports and Maritime Transport Authority (PMTA) in the 

Libyan Interim government, Hassan Joueili, reiterates that "the armed 

conflict has resulted in a dramatic shrinkage in maritime trade traffic 

up to 70%". Joueili explained to Asharq Al-Awsat that "it is not over 

yet. The annual maintenance and strategic planning of developing and 

establishing new ports has stopped".  

Nine out of the overall 15 national ports are under control of the  

interim government.  Head of the Libyan Ports Company Yazid  

Bouzrida highlighted the “significant damage caused by the conflict,  

particularly during years of war on terrorism in both Benghazi and  

Derna a few years ago.” 

Political 

Impact 

Facts &  Figures There are five commercial ports in Libya's eastern region: Benghazi, Brega, Ras lanuf, 

Tobruk and Derna. Main exports include crude oil, refined petroleum products and natural gas (92% of total 

exports, (UNCTAD). Significant items of import include  machinery, semi-finished goods, transport 

 equipment, and consumer products (CIA World Factbook). 
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Extracts from Ports of Egypt Semi-Annual Report  June 2020 So far there have been no reports of dis-

ruption to shipping through the Suez Canal. The east side of Port Said is closed, while the west side 

remains open with limited operations. All ports are open implementing precautionary and preventative 

measures. If any crew members are suspected of being infected or any actual case is detected, the 

vessel will be prevented from transiting the Canal or entering the ports. 
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Libya‟s 

Main suppliers : 

China (13.5%), 

Turkey (11.3%), 

Italy (6.9%), 

South Korea 

(5.9%) and 

Spain (4.8%) 

 

Libya's top  

export partners: 

Italy , Spain, 

France, Egypt, 

Germany, China, 

the US, the UK 

and  

the Netherlands 

latest available 

data  

(CIA World 

Factbook).  

 
Benghazi , the country‟s second-largest port in the east of Libya ,  

suffered heavy destructions  to its main facilities, infrastructure with  

nearly 90% of the port potentials devastated. 
 
Smuggling arms through commercial ports has been taking place for 

years now. “Before 2014, we were all working in the port and we were 

monitoring the militias‟ attempt to hide the arms smuggling process in 

containers,” Bouzrida explained, adding that these arms were later 

shipped by cars to different sites in the city during unofficial working 

hours. 

However, as the army advanced in the battle to liberate Benghazi, 

weapons were being smuggled through fishing vessels to the shore. 

PMTA chairman warned against the negative impacts of utilizing ports 

for military purposes as trade movement could terminate and as  

a result commodities will be imported at higher prices. 

Al-Shark AlAwsat 

The GDP grew 9.9% in 2019 and it is expected to abruptly fall 

to -58.7% in 2020 due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 and 

pick up to 80.7% in 2021, according to the updated IMF  

forecasts from 14th April 2020. 

Facts &  Figures Oil production declined by 0.1 million barrels a day at end July 2019, due to the war 

between the two main political rivals. The budget deficit grew again to 28.9% of GDP (IMF) and is expected 

to increase in the coming years. Inflation continued to drop in 2019 (4.6%),  as the exchange rate and supply 

of foreign currency  improved, but is expected to reach 22.3% in 2020, due to  COVID-19 pandemic . 
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= As part of the state’s precautionary plan to combat coronavirus, Alexandria, Red Sea, Damietta and Port 

Said ports declared emergency state. Ports of Egypt have taken a number of precautionary measures as 

below to curb the virus by way of coordination with the quarantine departments in each port: = 
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Egypt is  

a maritime  

country that has 

a remarkable  

geographical  

location on the 

junction of 

three  

continents with 

coasts up to 

2000 km on the 

Mediterranean 

and the Red Sea  

The Achievements and Contracts of the Red Sea Ports in 

2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Egyptian Ministry of Transport, represented by The Red sea Ports 

Authority, has made a number of achievements in implementing  

projects, urgent measures taken for development, and contracts  

concluded in the port, to modernize port operation systems  as follows: 

 Projects completed in 2019 

•Raising the efficiency of floating units in Red sea ports. 

•Building and supplying of two marine tugboats with 70 tons tugging 

capacity, at a cost of EGP 210 mn . 

•Combating marine pollution and protecting the marine environment. 

•Building and supplying of two anti- pollution groups at a cost of EGP 

53 mn, including 2 scrapers, 2 garbage reception  boats, and 2 service 

boats. 

•Supplying  of 1000 meters floating barriers to control oil pollution at a 

cost of 2.3 million pounds, implemented by the Arab Organization for 

Industrialization. 

•Purchasing  of two multi-purpose fire engines to raise the efficiency 

of the civil protection system and secure the ports against fire risk, at a 

cost of 14.4 million pounds. 

Facts &  Figures The Red Sea Ports Authority supervises six ports :Suez Port, Nuwaiba Port, Hurghada 

Port,Petroleum Dock Port, Sharm El Sheikh Port and Safaga Port. Total number of available berths is 31 with 

overall quayage of 5216 meters.  

 

Port 

Contracts 
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= 1- The presence of quarantine delegates during ship entry to the port for theoretical examination of 

all the arrivals, especially those coming from countries where the disease originates.2- Preparing an 

operations room in coordination with the quarantine department in each port for testing those on-

board vessels the port receives on a daily basis.=  
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The foreign  

seaborne trade  

volume of 

Egypt  

represents 

about 90% of 

the Egyptian 

foreign trade 

volume.  

As the maritime 

transport  

process became 

a complicated 

industry it was 

indispensable 

to develop this 

industry 

through a  

well-defined  

strategic goal 

Contracts  made in 2019 

 In the port of Hurghada,  

a contract was made to  

rehabilitate the external  

residence site of the port.  

Implementation is underway. 
 
In the Suez port, rehabilitation of the Traffic Tower and triptick  area 

is going on. Development  includes: removing slums, constructing a 

service building, public toilet and  oratory, renewing the water  

network, lighting and paving the port .  
 
 In Safaga port, establishing  a  5900 square meters warehouse in Al-

Mashoun area .  

Urgent development action 

•In the Port of Safaga, a specialized company is being commissioned to 

carry out the completion of 60 m long and 10 m deep coal berth. 

•Establishing a warehouse on an area of 1800 meters, with relevant 

drilling and leveling and works on an area of 40,000 meters, and the 

construction of an airport-style wire fence. 

A specialized company is being commissioned to establish  

an external parking/waiting area for heavy trucks in the Safaga Port on 

an area of 48,584 meters. 
 
 In the port of Nuweiba, contracting procedures are underway for 

raising the efficiency of berths, backyards and fences around the  

extension area and inside port roads. 
 
•The launch of the first tugboat, Tahya Misr (long live Egypt) in 3 

 November 2019, as part of a deal to build and supply two marine  

tugboats with tugging power  of 55 tons.                        

Maritime Transport Sector (MTS) 

Facts &  Figures   Suez Shipyard Company operates inside Suez Port and undertakes all repairs of vessels of 

different types and tonnage. The company owns a dry dock (44*22m , draught 22 feet) for vessels  max 

50000 tons. The  Co. owns also a floating dock for lifting vessels max 300000 ton and less and for partial  

lifting of vessels max 30000 ton and less, in addition to an equipped workshop for different repairs . 
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= 3- Issuing of health control cards for each individual coming from the countries where the virus has 

appeared.4- Notifying the General Administration of Quarantine and its health affairs directorates of 

the infected place of residence to monitor how the case is developing for 14 days from the date of 

arrival.-5  Immediately isolate any suspected disease.= 
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Activity 
1st Generation Ports 

Pre 60's 

2nd Generation Ports 

(1960 – 1980) 

3rd Generation Ports 

Post 80s 

Main Cargo Conventional General Cargo Bulk and Conventional 

Cargo Bulk and Containers 

Port Development 

Strategy 

Traditional as the port is a 

link between sea and land 

modes of transport 

- Expansion 
- Center of Transport and 

Distribution 

- Industrial Center 
- Part of the Global 

Transport Chains 

Scope of Activity 

- Cargo Handling 

Warehouses- 

- Navigational Aids 

- Distribution 
- More port activity to cover 

further areas 

- Cargo Information 
- Distribution Centers for 

logistic Services 

Structure 

- Port Organizations work 

individually 
- Undefined relation between 

Port Authority and Service 

Users 

- Close relation between 

Port Authority and Service 

users 
- More integration among 

internal services 
- Weak relation between 

Port Authority and 

Municipality in the 

hinterland. 

-Participation with Private 

Sector in supplying 

infrastructure and services 
- Port is a component of 

transport and distribution 

chain 
- Developing port 

organization structure 
- Better contacts between 

Port Authority and 

Municipality 

Productivity 

- Isolated Activities 
- Specific Services 
- Intensive labor 
- Less Value Added Services 

-Integrated and diverse 

services 
- Cargo Distribution 

emerges 
- value Added Services to 

handled cargo 
- More value added Services 

- Big increase in cargo flow 

and related information 
- Transport and distribution 

network expansion 
- Vertical and horizontal 

extension of all services 
- High level Value Added 

services 

Key Activity Base Labor Capital Technology-Knowledge- 

Know-how 

Maritime 

Information 
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Evolution of Seaport Generations 
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= The state’s precautionary plan to confront this virus provides for equipping isolation departments in 

fever hospitals to deal with such cases, activating procedures for monitoring acute respiratory 

diseases, raising awareness, and monitoring progression of the situation globally. The government 

also spares no efforts in communicating all information relevant to Covid-19 to managers of all = 
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Heading to the 

graveyard is a 

vessel's farewell 

voyage where it 

is either left to 

dissolve or be 

cut into parts.  

Giant Vessels Graveyard in Middle East and South Asia 

Military and commercial ships consist of giant hulls, to withstand  bad 

weather conditions for years without affecting their efficiency in 

transporting commercial goods, or in carrying out military missions on 

the high seas. 

All vessels must stop before their service-lifetime terminates, so that 

they do not experience a catastrophic end, bringing all onboard to 

impounding risks.  

That is way vessel graveyards have become one of the largest marine 

sites in the world. Heading to the graveyard is a vessel's farewell 

voyage where it is either left to dissolve or be cut into parts. Vessel 

graveyards is also the location where many vessels sunk. 

The US "Logistic Middle East" website mentioned the five largest 

graveyards of warships and merchant ships in the world, noting that 

they are located in the Middle East and South Asia. 

Countries like India, Pakistan, China, Bangladesh, and Turkey possess  

about 92 percent of the ships with lifetime ended in 2013, after removal  

from service in many countries. 

1-Giant Vessels 

The graveyards of ships in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh received  

Facts &  Figures Abo al-Nahas coral reefs Area is 35 kms west of Shadwan Island next to City of Hurgada. 

The triangle-shaped area, similar to Bermuda Island, is  very quite and free from fatal swirls but contains 

deadly coral reefs. In many times, arms of the coral  reefs are not visible  though existing inside vessel routes. 

Report 
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= private hospitals and clinics instigating them to conduct free treatment in governorate health 

departments and alerting them of the need to immediately report any suspected case . On 7 April, The 

Egyptian Authority for Maritime Safety (Marine Inspectorate) have issued instructions allowing 

shipping agents to apply for the sailing formalities 72 hours before the actual departure of vessels.= 
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The British SS 

Carnatic  sank 

in 1896 was 

carrying gold, 

copper, wines 

and cotton.  

about 50 percent of the overall number of giant vessels that are  

removed from service worldwide, about 1119 ships. 

2- Pakistan 

It has a huge vessel  graveyard, which received, in 2013, 104 out of  

service ships. It  represent 9 percent of the size of the world's vessel 

graveyards, located in western Karachi. 

3-Turkey 

136 vessels of different types are dismantled annually in the vessel 

graveyard in Turkey (12 percent of the total ships dismantled  

worldwide). 

4- Bangladesh 

The number of ships dismantled inside the vessel  graveyard in 

Bangladesh varies from one year to another. Statistics indicate that 211 

ships were dismantled in Bangladesh in 2013 (19 percent of the total 

ships decimated in the whole world). 

5- China 

21 percent of the volume of vessels dismantled in the world in 2013  

existed in China amounting to 239 vessels. "Yono Yard" shipyard is one 

of the largest vessel  graveyards in the world. 

6-India 

India is ranked first globally among the largest countries with vessel  

graveyards. It accounts for about 31 percent of the global market, with 

347 vessels  dismantled there and found in the Northwestern Indian 

state of Gujarat. 

Although there are dozens of locations, which witnessed the sinking of 

huge ships, the term "vessel  graveyard" is only applied to the sites 

where several huge ships sank, or to ship dismantling sites, where   

hundreds of huge ships are cut into parts or left to self-dissolving. 

Facts &  Figures So far, Researchers have not been able to specify number of sinking vessels inside Abo-

Nahas Area. Some researchers stress that there are seven giant vessels  buried over there. The British vessel 

SS Carnatic was the oldest ship to sink there. During its last voyage to India in 1896, it collided into the coral 

reefs covering the routes. 
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 = As reports about the coronavirus’ severity hit global media, February saw delays in Chinese imports 

at Egyptian ports, but companies listed on the Egyptian Exchange (EGX) filed disclosures claiming 

their businesses wouldn’t be impacted by the outbreak. Traffic at Egypt’s leading ports including East 

Port Said, Alexandria, and Damietta has largely remained stable despite the impact on trade.= 
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Bedouins  

(the original 

dwellers at 

Shadwan 

Island)  

managed to 

rescue 

shipments 

worth of 

sterling pound 

40000 some 

weeks after the 

ship sank. 

7- Egypt 

Egypt is one of the countries that have sites with many sunk  ships,  

including "Abu El-Nahhas Triangle" in the Red Sea which has 5 - 7 

sunk ships  as confirmed by The newspaper "Al-Masry Al-Youm".  

Sputnik News 

 

 

 

 

 

Facts &  Figures  Though the vessel was severely hit by the coral reefs, Master of the vessel SS Carnatic  

refused to let passenger descend the Shadwan Island at first. But when water reached the boilers and 31 of 

those on board lost their lives (5 passengers and 26 crew members), shipmaster was forced to allow  

passengers to leave the vessel. 
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Usually,  

Recreational  

divers prefer to go to 

the wreck site to enjoy 

the scenery  which is 

full of soft coral and  

amazingly beautiful 

kinds of fish 
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= In addition to the slowdown in global trade, the oil price crash has had an adverse effect on 

shipping traffic and container handling at Egypt’s ports by incentivizing some of the world’s biggest 

companies to move their ships through countries with cheaper port fees. The 2M Alliance of Maersk 

Line and MSC rerouted some of their China-EU ships from the Suez Canal and around South Africa’s 

Cape of Good Hope.=  
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“Borrowing 

money is the 

optimal  

solution to  

Problems such 

as temporary 

job loss, decline 

in enterprise 

revenues. 

Though  

cumulative 

debts seem 

awesome to 

many, it is far 

better than not 

giving support 

to those direly 

in need” 

Al-Eryaan said. 

How to Get ready for Pre- Covid 19 Era 

In a video-broadcasted lecture on Nile University, Economic Expert Mo-

hamed Al-Eryaan talked about the way today’s global economy has ex-

perienced  the worst ever depression  and the lessons derived. 

 
Aliens Group Consultant pointed out that the world has entered the 

present crisis in a very awkward position. As it never reached  

sustainable or  comprehensive development in the wake of the global 

financial crisis , devalued the necessity  of climate preservation and 

never tackled the issue of inequality in a proper way. 
 
Now, we will see great economies shrinking by over 10% and  supply 

chains being dismantled. Developing countries including  Egypt can-

not stay aloof of such global upheavals.  

 

Threatened  by shrinkage, markets of developing states will be open to 

a decrease in exports and basic commodities prices, decline in direct 

foreign  investment , tourism  slowdown  and less expatriates transfers. 

 

“This is not an ideal neighborhood for someone to live in. But  

unfortunately, that is how it looks today”.Al-Eryaan said. 

However, the Covid-19 blows are not dealt evenly. A number of  

developing countries , though less impacted by the pandemic, are  

staggering under indirect impacts  of Covid-19 felt in advanced  

countries. 
 
When talking politics, we notice that non-traditional parties have taken 

the rein amid  frustrating international efforts. Decision–makers  

worldwide have taken individual approaches  amid disappointing  

collective world reaction. 
 
As a result for the absence of key players, G-7 for instance ,African 

states like Egypt , UN and G-20  took the lead  to formulate a meaning-

ful response to the pandemic spread. 

Facts &  Figures Statistics made by Middle East Office at World Health Organization (WHO) showed that 

as of July 1st 2020 three Arab States have recorded the highest death toll among the 22 countries with ME 

branch office. 

Expert View 
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= It takes longer, but it’s less expensive with low oil prices — and cost-efficiency (not time) is the 

name of the game for the industry right now. This comes after France’s CMA-CGM shipping line 

announced in early April that it would take the South Africa route. When fuel prices are low, shipping 

companies can afford to go longer distances to ports with lower fees. Experts said.= 
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“This is not an 

ideal  

neighborhood 

for someone to 

live in. But  

unfortunately, 

that is how it 

looks today. 

 Some develop-

ing countries , 

though less  

impacted by the 

pandemic, are 

staggering  

under indirect 

impacts  of 

Covid-19 felt in 

advanced  

Countries”. 

Al-Eryaan said. 

Al-Eryann is wondering why Coronavirus did not hit Africa as strongly 

as Italy and New York for instance. The big mystery is why the  

pandemic has not spread as vastly  in Sub-Saharan African states as 

other Countries with higher medical capabilities? Is it because of  

higher youth ratio in African countries or the hot climate? No body can 

tell for sure. 

Future Outlook 

1– Higher Debts 

Advanced economies will be experiencing debt levels close to those  in 

emerging markets. Decision-makers ,in the meantime will have first of 

all to terminate pressing problems such as temporary job loss, decline 

in enterprise revenues...ect. Borrowing money is the optimal solution  

to these problems. Though cumulative debts seem awesome to many, it 

is far better than not giving support to those direly need it at present. 

2– Less Globalization 

The geopolitical aspect of the shock the pandemic generates, heralds a 

new wave of “political unconsent “( led to Britain‟s walking out of the 

EU and Donald Trump becoming US president). So, globalization  

policies could face harsh moments. Furthermore, changing enterprise 

behavior will influentially instigate a downsized globalization. 

Supply chains will become more domestic (performed within the 

boundaries of the same country) and  advanced markets may be  

viewing more public-private sector interface. 

3– More Adaptation to the Pandemic 

Until a  serum to the Covid-19  is available, we have to get accustomed 

to the situation and try to minimize the devastating impacts of the  

pandemic. Health infrastructures in all countries have to be reinforced 

with  necessary hospital beds, sufficient  artificial respirators...etc. The 

global economy will be  encountering  “adverse winds” which can be 

overcome by investing in human capital, enterprises and improving 

business environment to initiate an economic growth. 

Facts &  Figures In the list of the five states with highest death tolls, Iran came first with 10985 incidents, 
Pakistan followed with 4395, Egypt came third  recording 2953 death incidents. While both of Iraq and  
Saudi Arabia reported 2050 and 1698 persons dead of Coronavirus  respectively. 
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= When asked on the impact of rerouting of ships by major shipping companies has had on Egypt’s 

ports, Suez Canal Economic Zone (SCZone) Chairman Yehia Zaki confirmed that major shipping 

companies continue to operate in Egypt and the impact of competing ports slashing prices has been 

minimal. = 
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“Exporting 

firms that use 

the US dollar or 

euros for both 

pricing and 

 financing are 

naturally 

hedged as  

liabilities and 

revenues move 

in tandem when 

exchange rates 

fluctuate” 

IMF Report 

Weakening Currencies in emerging markets moaning  

under Coronavirus Stress 

Collapsing global demand and trade in addition to supply disruptions 

have led to the fall of several currencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Decreasing exports, combined with supply and demand disruptions are 

expected to weaken the local currencies of emerging markets and  

developing economies (EMDEs) in the short term, said an International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) report released recently. 
 
Amid the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, EMDEs have faced  

an unprecedented shock of collapsing global demand and commodity 

prices, capital outflows, major supply chain disruptions and  

a generalized drop in global trade, which drove their currencies to  

witness a sharp weakeness, according to the IMF. 
 
Building on its dataset, the IMF demonstrated that the short-term gains 

from weaker currencies may be limited in EMDEs, where firms price 

their international sales and finance themselves in a few foreign 

 currencies, notably the US dollar, so-called Dominant Currency Pricing 

and Dominant Currency Financing. 
 
In this regard, the IMF‟s analysis found that the share of US dollar 

trade invoicing across EMDEs far exceeds their share of trade with the 

US, given their growing role in the global economy, increasingly  

relevant for the international monetary system. 

Facts &  Figures The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an organization of 189 countries, working to 
foster global monetary cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate international trade, promote high 
employment and sustainable economic growth, and reduce poverty around the world. Created in 1945, the 
IMF is governed by and accountable to the 189 countries that make up its near-global membership. 

Economy in 

Focus 
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= Almost all shipping companies and port officials say that the agriculture export season has kept 

traffic at Egypt’s ports at a steady pace. We’re seeing a 4- 5% increase in outbound shipping thanks to 

the export season. The number of ships moving agricultural goods through the port of Alexandria 

increased 21% y-o-y in 1Q2020. 
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sustaining the 

domestic  

economy in the 

short term  

requires  

a decisive use of 

other policies, 

such as fiscal 

and monetary 

stimuli,  

including 

through  

unconventional 

tools. 

Foreign currency financing is less of a concern when concentrated in  

exporting firms. Revenues and liabilities of importing firms, however, 

are typically not matched, and exchange rate fluctuations bring about 

balance sheet effects that constrain financing and import volumes. 

Dominant currency financing tends to amplify the effect of a country‟s 

depreciation on its Imports,”, read the IMF report. 
 
The prevalent use of the US dollar in corporate financing reflects how it 

has globally contractionary effects through importing firms' balance 

sheets, according to the IMF‟s analysis. 

Additionally, the global strengthening of the US dollar is likely to  

increase in the short-term fall in global trade and economic activity, as 

higher domestic prices of traded goods and services and negative 

balance sheet effects on importing firms lead to lower import demand 

among countries other than the United States, according to the analysis. 
 
The report showed that exchange rates still have a role to play to contain 

capital outflow pressures and support the recovery over the medium 

term, yet sustaining the domestic economy in the short term requires a 

decisive use of other policies, such as fiscal and monetary stimuli,  

including through unconventional tools. 
 
Key sectors that would normally respond more to exchange rates, like 

tourism, are therefore likely to be hampered by COVID-19 containment 

measures and consumer behavior changes.       IMF         

Facts &  Figures The IMF’s fundamental mission is to ensure the stability of the international monetary  
system. It does so in three ways: keeping track of the global economy and the economies of member  
countries (economic surveillance ),lending to countries with balance of payments difficulties; and giving 
practical help to members (capacity development) 
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Sources of the Edition Chapters  

 International Maritime Organization (IMO) 

 Maritime Transport Sector (MTS) 

 International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

 Port Technology International  (PTI) 

 Ports Europe 
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